Haileys Story
Right here, we have countless ebook Haileys Story and collections to check out. We additionally
come up with the money for variant types and as a consequence type of the books to browse. The
satisfactory book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as skillfully as various other sorts of
books are readily nearby here.
As this Haileys Story , it ends taking place living thing one of the favored ebook Haileys Story
collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to look the incredible books to
have.

Hailey's Story - Hailey Giblin 2008-08-04
Hailey Giblin was just 11 years old when she had
the misfortune of meeting Ian Huntley, the
Soham murderer. He brutally assaulted her and
threatened to kill her if she told anyone what he
had done, but she eventually told her mother of
her ordeal. Huntley was questioned, but
released without charge due to lack of evidence.

When Hailey learned of the arrest of Huntley for
the Soham murders, her nightmare came
flooding back to her. In this heart-rending book,
Hailey tells her story in her own words. She
bravely tells how, despite having been robbed of
her childhood, she has fought to recover from
this tragic event.
Hailey Walker and the Secret of the Freedom
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Trail - E. j. Montgomery 2011-04
Hailey Walker s predictable life of school, track
and home is about to be turned upside down
when her father accepts a job that sends the
whole family south for the summer. Along with
her best friend, Alison, and the rest of the
Walker family, Hailey heads to North Carolina
for a summer full of horseback riding,
swimming, and, oh, yes, solving the Mystery of
the Freedom Trail. While helping at a church
yard sale, Hailey finds a notebook that was
written by a dead man. It contains riddles that
promise to lead to treasure. Will Hailey and her
friends be able to decode the clues and find the
treasure? Where is the Freedom trail? What
secrets and dangers does it hold? The story, as
well as the trail, has many twists and turns. They
not only find adventure, but also learn that there
is more to the mystery than just a treasure-much
more."
Hailey Haddie's Minute Mysteries - Marina J.
Bowman 2022-03-27

You are invited to solve supernatural crimes with
Hailey Haddie, the famous amateur detective.
Use your deductive skills to tackle hidden clues,
tricky puzzles, wacky suspects, and relentless
riddles. Each mystery is less than 400 words
long, so you can read it in about a minute and
solve it in a few more. A rare potion was stolen
from a castle. Who did it? Only YOU can figure it
out. Take a peek inside Hailey Haddie's case log
of 15 mysteries and join the fun of investigating
the crimes!
Alex Haley's Queen - Alex Haley 1993
Tracing his family history on his father's side,
Alex Haley begins with the story of his greatgreat-grandfather, James Jackson, sr., a white
plantation owner
Hailey's Story - Hailey Giblin 2006-01-01
Hailey Giblin was justnbsp;11 years old when
she had the misfortune of meeting Ian Huntley,
the Soham murderer. He brutally assaulted her
and threatened to kill her if she told anyone
what he had done, but she eventually told her
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mother of her ordeal. Huntley was questioned,
but released without charge due to lack of
evidence. When Hailey learned of the arrest of
Huntley for the Soham murders, her nightmare
came flooding back to her. In this heart-rending
book, Hailey tells her story in her own words.
She bravely tells how, despite having been
robbed of her childhood, she has fought to
recover from this tragic event.
The Formula for Murder - Carol McCleary
2012-07-17
The world's most famous reporter, the intrepid
Nellie Bly, hunts down a murderer in Carol
McCleary's The Formula for Murder. History,
mystery, murder, and mad science accompany
plucky Victorian newspaper reporter Nellie Bly
when she travels to the haunted moors of
England to investigate the mysterious death of
another journalist. Refusing to believe the young
writer committed suicide, Nellie's search for the
truth takes her from foggy Londontown to the
ancient Roman ruins at Bath and the eerie

landscape of Dartmoor. Stalked by a killer as she
unravels the mystery behind a series of deaths,
Nellie encounters a handsome young biology
teacher named H. G. Wells, whose knowledge
leads Nellie into the realm of science gone mad.
Joined by Oscar Wilde, fleeing a sex scandal, and
Arthur Conan Doyle, pursuing a legendary beast
of the moors, Nellie struggles to stay alive as she
hunts down a scientist who is trying to recreate
in a test tube the work of God. Join Nellie Bly
again in this third installment to Carol
McCleary's hit mystery series. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Education of Hailey Kendrick - Eileen Cook
2011-01-04
Hailey Kendrick has always done exactly what's
expected of her. She has the right friends, dates
the right boy, gets good grades, and follows the
rules. But one night, Hailey risks everything by
breaking a very big rule in a very public
way...and with a very unexpected partner in
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crime. Hailey gets caught, but her accomplice
does not, and Hailey takes the fall for both of
them. In the process, she loses everything--her
best friend, her boyfriend, her popularity, her
reputation. But some secrets are worth keeping,
no matter the cost...or are they?
Story's Legal Digest and Directory of Lawyers 1892
Mommy They’re Here {Short Story} - V. K.
Lockwood 2020-03-03
[Short Story] * * * * * * * * * * Nightmares don't
just reside in your dreams. Some are a reality.
After her marriage falls under fire, Rissa decides
a weekend away from her husband is just what
she needs. She heads back to the only place that
ever felt like home - the estate of her late
grandfather. She decides to make good on the
promise she made to him years ago and makes
plans to restore the mansion back to its original
state. The only thing standing in her way is the
explosive secret he hid years ago that could

potentially destroy her entire world.
40 Short Stories We are Time Travelers Charles E Neuf The Time Traveler 2019-08-24
This is a series of short stories written by the
Writer/Storyteller/Time Traveler sharing his
findings after visiting five different Worlds. Each
World is a Chapter. Chapter One, will be
covering a period of time from 1937, through
World War Two and into the new age of the
1950's. An only child's perception of the world
around him. Chapter Two, will be stories about
the beginning of the 50's into the 60's. The Time
Traveler will be growing into a different person
than he was in the beginning. Chapter Three,
The Time Traveler is a State Trooper. This will
be a series of Police & Investigation Stories as
the Time Traveler/Writer begins to change his
beliefs. The world of the Time Traveler will
change and he begins his travels into yet,
another world, one most do not realize it exists.
Chapter Four and Five, in these Chapters the
Time Travelers enters the world of Greed,
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Deception, and selfness. It will be about truths
about life, what it is, and how it relates to each
person.
Detective - Arthur Hailey 2015-10-20
A death row confession sparks an investigation
that will tear Miami apart in this “engrossing
thriller” from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author (Booklist). DetectiveSergeant Malcolm Ainslie, a former Catholic
priest, is about to start his vacation when a call
comes in from death row. Before serial killer
Elroy Doil is taken to the electric chair, he wants
to make a full confession to the cop who put him
away. To close the books on additional murder
cases in which Doil is a suspect, Ainslie drives
four hundred miles to Florida State Prison.
Although Doil confesses to ten other homicides,
he insists that he didn’t commit the crime for
which he will be executed the following day: the
grisly slaying of a city commissioner and his
wife. In his search for the real killer, Ainslie will
discover that the upper levels of Miami’s

government—including some of his closest
colleagues—are more corrupt and dangerous
than he ever imagined.
Girls and Their Comics - Jacqueline DanzigerRussell 2012-11-21
This book discusses the overall history of the
comic book, paying special attention to girls’
comics, showing how such works relate to a
female point of view. While examining the
concept of visual literacy, Jacqueline DanzigerRussell asserts that comics are an excellent
space in which the marginalized voices of girls
may be expressed. This volume also includes a
chapter on manga (Japanese comics), which
explores the genesis of girls’ comics in Japan
and their popularity with girls in the United
States. Including interviews with librarians,
comic creators, and girls who read comics and
manga, Girls and Their Comics is an excellent
examination of the growing interest in comic
books among young females.
Hailey's War - Jodi Compton 2010-06-15
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Hailey Cain has a history of testing the limits of
her fate: as a fearless bike messenger on the
twisted, competitive streets of San Francisco; as
a young female cadet in a sea of men at West
Point. But Hailey also has secrets--the biggest of
which led her to leave the academy just two
months short of graduation, two months away
from becoming a lieutenant in the U.S. Army.
Now, scraping and fighting her way through life,
Hailey finds focus only when she's in motion.
When an old friend from her former life in Los
Angeles calls in a favor, Hailey doesn't have to
think too long before she accepts the mission.
She will escort a young Mexican woman across
the border to a remote mountain town in Sierra
Madre. But what happens there will alter
Hailey's life irrevocably. From the dustiest
Mexican roads to the meanest streets of East
L.A., Hailey finds herself ensnared in a war more
deviant and ugly than any she trained for as a
cadet. Deep in the gang underworld, pusued by
mobsters and authorities alike, Hailey must use

her instincts to stay alive--and to protect the
innocent from a past that still haunts her. Awash
in sharp gangland details and unrelenting in its
pace, Hailey's War introduces one of the most
memorable heroines in recent crime fiction.
Hailey Cain is complicated, tough, and
unnerving--and her journey into the depths of
despair and desperation is as harrowing as it is
impossible to put down.
Doctor-Detectives in the Mystery Novel Howard Brody 2021-01-18
This is the first book to offer a critical analysis of
one variant of the mystery story or novel—the
use of a physician as the major detective. There
is little difference between a medical “case
study” and a mystery story. The book reviews
the works of major authors, from R. Austin
Freeman, Helen McCloy, Josephine Bell, and
H.C. Bailey, to Patricia Cornwell, Kathy Reichs,
Aaron Elkins, and Colin Cotterill, with briefer
reviews of minor authors. It also addresses
historical (fictional) physician detectives,
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psychological detectives, and physician detective
nonfiction. Physicians and health workers are
avid readers of detective fiction and will
welcome this volume, which addresses their
specific interests. Its critical analysis of books
that have long been viewed as central to
detective fiction will also appeal to fans of the
mystery story.
Hailey's Truth - Cate Beauman 2012-10-15
Hailey Roberts has never had it easy. Despite
the scars of a tragic childhood, she's made a life
for herself. As a part-time student and loving
nanny, she yearns for a family of her own and
reluctant Austin Casey, Ethan Cooke Security's
best close protection agent.Hailey's past comes
back to haunt her when her long lost brother
tracks her down, bringing his dangerous secrets
with him. At an emotional crossroads, Hailey
accepts a humanitarian opportunity that throws
her together with Austin, taking her hundreds of
miles from her troubles, or so she thinks.What
starts out as a dream come true quickly becomes

a nightmare as violence erupts on the island of
Cozumel. Young women are disappearing,
community members are dying'and the carnage
links back to her brother. As Austin struggles to
keep Hailey's past from destroying her future,
he's forced to make a decision that could turn
her against him, or worse cost them both their
lives.
Clues from the Couch - Laird R. Blackwell
2022-06-07
The detective story--the classic whodunit with its
time-displacement structure of crime--according
to most literary historians, is of relatively recent
origin. Early in its development, the whodunit
was harshly criticized for its tightly formulabound structure. Many critics prematurely
proclaimed "the death of the whodunit" and even
of detective fiction altogether. Yet today, the
genre is alive, as contemporary authors have
brought it into modern times through a
significant integration of elaborate character
development and psychology. With the modern
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psychological detective story emerging from the
historical cauldron of detective fiction and early
psychology, the genre continues to develop a
complexity that reflects and guides the literary
sophistication needed. This book, the first of its
kind, analyzes over 150 whodunit novels and
short stories across the decades, from The
Moonstone to the contemporary novels that
saved the genre from an ignominious death
Sweet Lesbian Love Stories - Giselle Renarde
2015-08-14
Seven sweet stories of lesbian love by awardwinning queer author Giselle Renarde. Need a
break from hot and spicy romance? Find original
lesbian fiction between this book’s clean covers,
as well as tales that have been featured in
prestigious collections such as Best Lesbian
Romance and Best Lesbian Love Stories.
Opposites attract after two volunteers get off to
a rocky start in Beginning Badly. In Flash
Freeze, Lauren falls hard for Zarina—so hard
she smacks her head on the sidewalk. Hailey

doesn’t know how to tell Sashi her biggest secret
in When Hailey Met Sashi, but Yvonne and Deva
live happily ever after (after saving a man’s life
on their wedding day!) in Going to the Chapel.
Seven sweet lesbian love stories sealed with a
kiss!
Book Presence in a Digital Age - Kiene
Brillenburg Wurth 2018-06-28
Contrary to the apocalyptic pronouncements of
paper media's imminent demise in the digital
age, there has been a veritable surge of creative
reimaginings of books as bearers of the literary.
From typographic experiments (Mark Z.
Danielewski's House of Leaves, Steven Hall's
The Raw Shark Texts) to accordion books (Anne
Carson's Nox), from cut ups (Jonathan Safran
Foer's Tree of Codes) to collages (Graham
Rawle's Woman's World), from erasures (Mary
Ruefle's A Little White Shadow) to mixups
(Simon Morris's The Interpretations of Dreams),
print literature has gone through anything but a
slow, inevitable death. In fact, it has re-invented
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itself materially. Starting from this idea of media
plurality, Book Presence in a Digital Age
explores the resilience of print literatures, book
art, and zines in the late age of print from a
contemporary perspective, while incorporating
longer-term views on media archeology and
media change. Even as it focuses on the
materiality of books and literary writing in the
present, Book Presence also takes into
consideration earlier 20th-century "moments" of
media transition, developing the concepts of
presence and materiality as analytical tools to
perform literary criticism in a digital age.
Bringing together leading scholars, artists, and
publishers, Book Presence in a Digital Age offers
a variety of perspectives on the past, present,
and future of the book as medium, the complex
relationship of materiality to virtuality, and of
the analog to the digital.
Hailey the Hedgehog - Lily Small 2016-09-06
Enter an enchanted world of fairy animal
friends! Hailey the Hedgehog is very excited

about the Christmas Parade. It's her favorite
time of year! But as Hailey flutters around Misty
Wood, she meets some fairy animals who are
feeling down in the dumps. How can Hailey
make them as happy as she is?
Hailey - John W. Cell 2002-08-22
A study of William Hailey's career in the Indian
civil Service and as an African expert.
Hailey's Story - She Was an Eleven-Year-Old
Child. He Was Soham Murderer Ian Huntley.
This is the Story of How She Survived - Hailey
Giblin 2008-08-04
The name Ian Huntley is one synonymous with
pure evil. Convicted of one of the most horrific
and baffling crimes ever witnessed by the nation
- the brutal murders of Holly Wells and Jessica
Chapman - it was only after his conviction that
the horrific nature of this man's predatory past
became apparent. It was only when it was too
late that many girls and women stepped forward
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to reveal that they, too, had been victims of this
terrifying man.One such woman is Hailey Giblin,
who was just eleven years old when she had the
tragic misfortune of encountering Huntley.
Having persuaded young Hailey to go for a walk
with him, he then brutally assaulted her and
threatened to kill her if she told anyone what
had happened. When the truth eventually came
out, Huntley was questioned but released
without charge.The attack, and the subsequent
release of Huntley, left deep scars on Hailey and
in desperation she turned to drugs to numb the
pain. The ramifications of the failure to stop this
sexual predator have been devastating, both for
Hailey herself and on a larger scale. When
Hailey heard that the Soham caretaker had been
arrested for the murders of Holly and Jessica,
her nightmare at his hands came flooding back
to her.In this heart-rending book, Hailey tells
her own story in her own words. She describes
the terror she felt during and after the attack,
and how she bravely struggled to come to terms

with what had happened to her.This is the story
of a girl who, despite having been robbed of her
childhood innocence, eventually managed to
rebuild her life. Now, with a blossoming career
in modelling, Hailey is moving on. With Huntley
finally admitting the crimes he committed
against her, she will now be able to leave the
past where it belongs. But she will never
forget...
Wheels - Arthur Hailey 2014-05-13
Master storyteller Arthur Hailey’s #1 New York
Times bestseller is a turbocharged thriller about
America’s automobile industry, from the bottom
up Ford. Chrysler. General Motors. They were
the Big Three, accused by critics of greed,
monopoly, and abusing the public trust. In the
shadows of these towering giants is American
Motors, blazing its own path to greatness. Adam
Trenton, the fiercely ambitious executive in
charge of project development, wants to take the
company into the future with the new, cuttingedge car he’s developing, but his single-minded
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dedication has his neglected wife seeking
dangerous thrills, making Adam vulnerable to a
growing web of deceit, blackmail, and organized
crime. From Detroit’s inner city to its affluent
suburbs, from the executive suites and secret
design studios to the assembly line jungle and
the maximum security testing grounds, Wheels
is a breakneck ride full of human drama through
one of America’s most complex and competitive
industries.
Hailey - Robert A. Lonning 2012
When Hailey was founded in 1881, it was one of
many boomtowns that sprang up as a result of
the lead-silver rush in the northwestern United
States. The city was named for John Hailey, a
successful entrepreneur who operated a freight
hauling business before the railroad reached the
Wood River Valley. The new town's strategic
location--in proximity to surrounding, rich leadsilver deposits and at the junction of the Wood
River and Croy and Quigley Canyons--allowed
Hailey to become a bustling center of commerce

and mining. Over the years, Hailey grew and
changed with the rise and fall of the local mining
and sheepherding industries. In recent years,
Hailey has reinvented itself yet again, with
tourism as the mainstay of the local economy.
More than 130 years after its founding, Hailey
remains a vibrant and energetic community in
the heart of the Wood River Valley.
Baby Mama, Hailey - Jan Gallagher Dunn
2022-05-23
He could solve all her problems…but at what
cost to her heart? Hailey Porter is finally ready
to be free—to stand on her own and be the best
mother possible. She's never going back to her
old life. But then she runs into her first love, the
man who ghosted her when she needed him the
most, and everything changes… John Hawthorne
never thought he'd see Hailey again—especially
not after she broke his heart all those years ago.
He certainly never thought they'd end up in a
rocky marriage of convenience for the sake of
the child he didn't know existed. But here they
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are… A painful past full of turmoil and mistakes
stands between them. So do their controlling
families. Can Hailey and John find a way to
overcome it all and rekindle the love they once
shared? Or will their second chance at happily
ever after fall apart before the ink on their
marriage license even dries?
Hailey's Haven - Laura Scott 2021-01-29
A safe place to call home... After escaping her
abusive foster parents thirteen years ago, Hailey
Donovan thought her nightmare was over.
Gatlinburg Tennessee had been a safe place to
live, until she’s nearly hit by gunfire while hiking
the Smoky Mountains. Her instincts are to avoid
law enforcement, especially handsome Park
Ranger Rock Wilson, but when more gunfire
echoes around them, they’re forced to stay
together to escape. More attempts against
Hailey convinces her to leave the city and start
over someplace new. Rock talks her into staying
to fight the unknown assailant. Rock senses
Hailey has been traumatized in the past, and is

determined to uncover the mystery surrounding
her. As Hailey and Rock seek the truth behind
the escalating attacks, Rock realizes he’s also in
danger of losing his heart. Can Rock provide
Hailey the safe haven she desperately needs?
Roots - Alex Haley 2016-05-03
Based off of the bestselling author's family
history, this novel tells the story of Kunta Kinte,
who is sold into slavery in the United States
where he and his descendants live through
major historic events. When Roots was first
published forty years ago, the book electrified
the nation: it received a Pulitzer Prize and was a
#1 New York Times bestseller for 22 weeks. The
celebrated miniseries that followed a year later
was a coast-to-coast event-over 130 million
Americans watched some or all of the broadcast.
In the four decades since then, the story of the
young African slave Kunta Kinte and his
descendants has lost none of its power to
enthrall and provoke. Now, Roots once again
bursts onto the national scene, and at a time
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when the race conversation has never been more
charged. It is a book for the legions of earlier
readers to revisit and for a new generation to
discover. To quote from the introduction by
Michael Eric Dyson: "Alex Haley's Roots is
unquestionably one of the nation's seminal texts.
It affected events far beyond its pages and was a
literary North Star.... Each generation must
make up its own mind about how it will navigate
the treacherous waters of our nation's racial sin.
And each generation must overcome our social
ills through greater knowledge and decisive
action. Roots is a stirring reminder that we can
achieve these goals only if we look history
squarely in the face." The star- studded cast in
this new event series includes Academy Awardwinners Forest Whitaker and Anna Paquin,
Laurence Fishburne, Jonathan Rhys Meyers,
Derek Luke, Grammy Award-winner Tip "T.I."
Harris, and Mekhi Phifer. Questlove of The Roots
is the executive music producer for the
miniseries's stirring soundtrack.

Hailey's Comet - T. J. Stone 2013-04
Hailey's Comet is about a woman who can take
two paths in life. If she marries Will Greenly she
takes one path, if she marries Jefferson Hanson
she takes the other path. Which path would you
choose? Hailey was at a point in her life where
everybody and everything seemed off. She was
unhappy and did not know why, for in the real
world she would be considered to have the good
life. Yet in time, the shadow void of the great
abyss of the dark hole came over her in a great
wave of loneliness. Now Hailey must find the
path to her heart and soul, and you will be with
her as she takes the Comet ride of her life.
Hailey's Dreams - Donna D. Perry 2022-04-26
Hailey's Dreams is about a young fairy that has
lost her powers. She feels she will never have
anyone love her the way she looks now. She
must live her life without magic? Can she do it?
She can feel the evil magic building. What can
she do with no magic? Can she do it alone? How
can she protect her family? Will she have the
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strength to protect the kingdom of Southland?
She has no answers. She knows she needs to
find some answers, but how?
Same Journey Different Paths, Stories of
Auditory Processing Disorder - Various Authors
2013-05-28
Same Journey, Different Paths is a wonderfully
comprehensive book written by parents and
individuals with Auditory Processing Disorder
(APD). By sharing their stories and experiences,
other parents and individuals with APD
understand they are not alone. The authors of
the book live all over the world, and found each
other on social media sites, while looking for
answers during their times of struggle. Through
this connection, they started talking to one
another, sharing advice, telling their stories, and
developed relationships with one another. They
now have a group of supportive people who can
share in their unique experiences, help guide
them through the process of getting help, and
provide emotional support during those very

difficult moments. Same Journey, Different Paths
takes you into the life of each of these
individuals, and helps you to understand the
struggles encountered when trying to discover
and cope with APD. The book also provides an in
depth look into what Auditory Processing
disorder is, including symptoms, causes, effects,
getting a diagnosis, and treatments. It includes
resources for obtaining more information, and a
glossary of terms. Auditory Processing Disorder
(APD) is considered a "hidden" disorder, which is
difficult to diagnose, and is often mistaken for
something else. The literature and resources for
someone with APD are minimal, which
contributes to one feeling alone on their journey
through discovery and treatment. The authors of
Same Journey, Different Paths have combined
their stories in this book so that others can learn
through their experiences, and get the help they
need to be successful in school and in life. Join
these remarkable people on their journeys of
living with Auditory Processing Disorder.
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Youth and Violent Performativities - Ben
Arnold Lohmeyer 2020-06-12
This book challenges the dominant narrative of
young people being a uniquely violent group.
Instead, the book critically examines how young
people become violent as they enact and resist
the available violent performativities in youth. It
focuses on the experiences of 28 young people in
Australia who are subjected to violence, who use
violence and who resist violence. A critical
analysis of these young people’s “messy” stories
facilitates a reframing of the physical violence
routinely attributed to young people as a
product of violating systems and structures. The
author constructs a converging theoretical
landscape to re-examine youth, violence and
resistance at the intersection of the sociology of
violence and the sociology of youth. Drawing on
interviews with young Australians, the book
makes a valuable contribution to contemporary
international scholarship on youth and violence,
while also examining the potential for complicity

to violence in youth research and practice. In
doing so it offers youth scholars and
practitioners a framework for reassessing their
theoretical frameworks and methods for
studying and working with young people in
connection with violence.
History of Idaho - James Henry Hawley 1920
Hailey & Bedtime Teddy Bear Fellows - Chilkibo
Publishing 2020-04-13
Bedtime story for kids is much fascinating to tell
by using personalized kids' book with your
child's name in the story! This "Hailey &
Bedtime Teddy Bear Fellows" -book for toddlers
is a pleasant trip to your child to see a few lovely
teddy bears! It is surely an excellent option
when you are looking for a perfect present for
your child! Children's books with their names in
the storybook are a pleasant and charming
journey to a child to feel to be a part of the
story! Tell a good night story to your child just in
5 minutes using this book, or use it any time
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when your child wants to see fascinating
teddy's! A unique gift idea to your or your
friend's child! Features: Personalized book with
your child's name in the story Different teddy
illustration on every other page 24 Pages, 11
Illustrations with the personalized story text 8.5
x 8.5 in, 21,59 x 21,59 cm
Horror Stories Series [Box Set - 1-5 Books] Jaydeep Shah 2019-12-09
Horror Stories Series consists of five books, each
featuring 30 scary tales, is a perfect read for
daredevils who has the courage to encounter
paranormal activities staying with gruesome
evils: ghosts, zombies, creatures, psychopaths,
and many more.
A Series of EPIC Stories - Scott Clenchy
2018-05-17
Within these pages live twenty-five short stories
crafted by twenty-five authors. Each provides a
unique glimpse into the mind and writing style
of a budding young writer. As our title suggests,
this anthology is filled with a series of

adventurous, heart-warming, dramatic, thoughtprovoking, and altogether EPIC stories. We
welcome you to delve into the themes and depth
of this writing, or simply sit back and enjoy the
sincerity of these young writers. Completed as
part of 2018's annual NaNoWriMo competition,
these narratives represent the perseverance,
hard work, and determination of twenty-five
outstanding Grade 6 and 7 students at Forest
View Public School in Oshawa Ontario. It is with
great pleasure that we present this anthology to
the world. May you have as much fun reading as
we did writing.
When Mac Met Hailey - Celeste Hamilton
2011-07-15
He needs a wife. No—he needs a Saturday-night
sexpot! Shame on you!—he needs a mom for his
daughter! What single dad Mac Williams really
needs is for his nosy friends and family to butt
out! But he does flip through his very dusty, very
little black book: Hailey Porter: 555-9372 ☆☆☆☆☆
One Hot Number! Yeah, but that was eight years
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ago. Who knows what Hailey's like now? Maybe
she's nine months pregnant. Maybe she hates
him! Maybe she's…about to walk through the
door….
I Married a Best Seller - Sheila Hailey
2014-05-13
Arthur Hailey’s wife, Sheila, delivers an
affectionate and deliciously candid account of
her marriage to the #1-bestselling author of
such popular classics as Airport and Hotel “To
stay happily married to anyone for twenty-five
years is an achievement. To stay happily married
for that length of time to a writer is a miracle.”
With wit and rare candor, Sheila Hailey shares
the story of life with her famous husband—from
the first time she heard his voice while
transcribing a letter he’d recorded on a
Dictaphone and their early days scraping
together pennies to go to the movies, to Arthur’s
brainstorm for his first television play, to the
thrilling blockbuster success of Airport and their
visits to Hollywood to see his novels made into

movies. Providing insight into her husband’s
creative processes and the book publishing
business, Sheila also reveals the challenges of
raising a family with a workaholic husband who
craved excitement. Vibrantly written, this is the
love story of two strong-willed people fiercely
committed to each other and the philosophy of
living life to its fullest.
Horror Stories Series [Box Set - 1-3 Books] Jaydeep Shah 2019-05-01
The ghost of a girl returns to take vengeance
from her murderers (Haunted Ship - THE
REVENGE). Pizza suddenly turns people into
werewolves (Pizza - THE FEAR IS BACK). A
wedding function gets disrupted by bloodcurdling zombies (Wedding Function - KNOCK
OF DEATH). Three books box set of HORROR
STORIES series contains ninety hair-raising
stories for adults. Dive into chilling stories to
encounter all paranormal moments, only if you
are a daredevil.
The Trees Grow Crooked Here and Other
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Stories - J. L. Long 2021-03-28
Tea-obsessed pseudophilosophers. Lesbian teen
Audrey Hepburn fanatics. X-rated Santa Clauses.
The literal Devil. All these characters and more
you'll meet in The Trees Grow Crooked Here and
Other Stories, a collection of thirteen short
stories written over the span of nearly two
decades. Character-rich stories written in a
range of genres create a book that represents
classic yet modern American story-telling.
Hailey's Truth - Cate Beauman 2012-10-24
Hailey Roberts has never had it easy. Despite
the scars of a tragic childhood, she's made a life
for herself. As a part-time student and loving
nanny, she yearns for a family of her own and
reluctant Austin Casey, Ethan Cooke Security's

best close protection agent.Hailey's past comes
back to haunt her when her long lost brother
tracks her down, bringing his dangerous secrets
with him. At an emotional crossroads, Hailey
accepts a humanitarian opportunity that throws
her together with Austin, taking her hundreds of
miles from her troubles, or so she thinks.What
starts out as a dream come true quickly becomes
a nightmare as violence erupts on the island of
Cozumel. Young women are disappearing,
community members are dying, and the carnage
links back to her brother. As Austin struggles to
keep Hailey's past from destroying her future,
he's forced to make a decision that could turn
her against him, or worse cost them both their
lives.
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